Tiered Diplomas
Starting with the Class of 2025 (current sophomores), students will have the option of earning one of three diploma levels (silver, gold, platinum). Details about these options can be found here:

Market Value Assets
Students will also be required to earn a Market Value Asset (1 for silver or gold diplomas, 2 for platinum) during their time at LNHS. MVAs are designed to provide our students with a competitive edge upon graduation from high school. There are several opportunities for students to earn an MVA, including client-connected projects that teachers can develop within their classes and a build-your-own-MVA option. The LPS Real World Learning website (https://www.lps53.org/lpsrealworldlearning) provides resources to support development of MVAs.

If you are interested in additional information about Tiered Diplomas or Market Value Assets, please reach out to a member of the Counseling Center or Admin Team.